“All the greatest as well as worst things in the world have emerged with a spark of ideas, inspiration, dreams or visions in the minds of mankind since the dawn of humanity. This can also be mirrored to both the greatest and worst things that have been executed in the minds of mankind.”

**PRESENTERS**

BIRCAN ÜNVER(host), REKA BARNAR(opening), SOH YOUNG LEE-SEGREGO(song), TAYLOR ELLESSE, Dr. RAANA MAHMOOD, HUBERT JOAEE LEE, Ph.D., APEKSHA VORA(Indian Dance), AURELIA DALLA CHICO, TAKESHI UTSIMI, Ph.D., LUZ MARIA UTRERA, MYRNA COFFINO, JULIE MARDIN, and FAIZA KHADIM

**Video:** http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/2016/dreams-4-humanity-2016.mp4

Above listed presenters, who responded to the initial OPEN CALL from a diverse cultural background including performers, NGO/CSO representatives, academicians, and students, whose also have shaped the CONTENTS and ESSENCE of the 16th Anniversary of The Light Millennium Television’s “DREAMS 4 HUMANITY – 2016” program. THANK YOU TO ALL.

**Schedule on QPTV.Org**

On THURS. FEB. 18 at 11:00a.m.  
DREAMS FOR HUMANITY – 2016  
LMTV’s 16th Anniversary Celebration  
CH# 79/1998 TWC | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS  
Repeats on QPTV: On SAT, FEB. 20 at 9:30a.m.  
CH# 34/1995 TWC | #82 RCN | #34 FIOS

**Schedule on MNN.Org**

On FRI. FEB. 19 at 10:30a.m.  
DREAMS FOR HUMANITY – 2016  
CH# 2/Lifestyle | FIOS# 34 | RCN#83 |  
TWC: 56 & 1996 (Instant web-streaming is available)  
http://www.mnn.org/LIVE/2-LIFESTYLE-CHANNEL

**Executive Producer, Director, Editor & Concept:** BIRCAN ÜNVER  |  **Studio Director:** WILLIAM BROWN

**THE CREW | Cameras:** CLAUDE GRAHAM, TOM HELVES, FRAN PELLEGRINO | **Audio:** AL CHICO

**Lighting Director:** RENE VALDIVIA  
**Floor Managers:** CLAUDRE GRAHAM, FRAN PELLEGRINO  
**Studio Managers:** RENE VALDIVIA, JOHN COLLINS  
**Production Assistants:** REKA BARNAR, BEREN ÇOKGEZEN  
**IT Support:** BEREN ÇOKGEZEN  
**Set-up:** JOE VALYA, GAEL LEWIS, AL CHICO, FRAN PELLEGRINO, AURELA DALLA CHICO  
**Set Photographer:** JULIE MARDIN  
**Contribution to the Reception & Set Flowers:**  
BARIS (BEN) ÜNVER, Realty Quest New York

**Volunteers:** YUKSEL BASARIR, YASAMIN DURMUS  
**Guests:** JEAN LEE, BARBARA GUNSU OCAL, KAREN PRUDENTE, RITA VORA

**SPECIAL THANKS TO:** United Nations Department of Public Information, NGO Relations (Reach-out and SDGs Logos); Arvind Vora, Anuvrat Global Organization, for his support into the Contents.

**And:** Daniel L. Leone, Cliff Jacobs, Steve Williams, Omar Flores, and rest of the QPTV Staff, for the provided studio and logistic support.

**Flyer/Graphic background image:** NASA.Gov

**LMTV Videography:** http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/videography.html

Mailing address: 31-64 Steinway St. Astoria, NY, 11103, USA.  |  Tel: 1-718-441-3816
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